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Well, as you can see the last couple of weeks have been pretty slow with the blogging. While i’m spending a lot of time on
playing around with the settings, and adding new features to my blog, i still haven’t touched my old photo’s. So thought that this

week (re)post a photo challenge that i did a while ago. From the weeks back i chose: #31 – Sitting or lying down pose The
theme of the challenge was: Standing forward facing: White, Medium, Low colour, Bold. Lie down: Black, BOLD, Low colour,
White. “One day our world will disappear and the pictures we take here and now will be the only evidence we have of what we
have seen” –Unknown. And so what i did, was to choose a standing pose, as i think the last time i posed lying down, i shot quite
a lot of those…. And maybe is the reason why i don’t do those lying down poses anymore. Like this: I thought that this week i
will pick a photo from the week before but in the end i decided to play with the 50px rule. When i did my photo album review
back in 2013, i had taken a group of the group photo’s and i discovered that the photo’s that i found the best were the 50px rule.
It means that each photo should be at least 50 pixels big to be perfectly in focus. It’s a little crazy to work with that rule, as you

lose the little details in every photo but when it
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